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I

THE POWER OF UNIONS OVER THE BUSINESS CYCLE

The current economic crisis has shaken the positions of labour unions within the EU. The underlying trend of globalization that also weakens Western trade unions was reinforced by the recession. The power of trade unions typically tends to grow during economic booms and to fall during economic recessions. In order to explain this trend we first have to understand the phenomenon of the business cycle.\(^1\) Artificial booms are triggered by the credit expansion of the banking system. Artificially low interest rates induce entrepreneurs to start more and longer investment projects than cannot be sustained by the available amount of real savings. There is a distortion between the behaviour of savers and that of investors. Entrepreneurs start more projects than savers are willing to sustain. Particularly, capital-intensive sectors are expanded during the boom due to the artificially low interest rates.

Resources are shifted into these expanding sectors. At some point it becomes obvious that the boom is only financed by newly created money and is not sustained by real savings. The erroneously started investment projects have to be liquidated or restructured. Factors of production have to be shifted into the sectors where consumers really want them.

In the recent cycle there was an overexpansion of highly capital-intensive sectors such as the construction sector and the automotive sector that attracted factors of production including
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workers. Workers are employed in jobs that produce goods that consumers do not want as urgently as other goods. Thus, the workers must be transferred into sectors that are in line with consumer preferences for the economy to recover.

In order to achieve this, it is of the utmost importance for factor markets to be flexible. If factor markets are not flexible, factors of production such as labour will remain unemployed. Thereby, consumption is reduced, harming other companies that have to reduce costs and release workers, making the recession longer and harder than necessary.

What does all this imply for the power or influence of trade unions over the cycle?

There is a union power cycle over the course of the business cycle. During the boom the credit expansion ultimately raises prices and wage rates. Workers are attracted into the booming capital-intensive sectors by higher wages. In such circumstances trade unions may sell themselves as defenders of workers’ interests and demand higher wages in all industries without being too disruptive. Indeed, wages will be bid up due to the increasing money supply. Labour unions may seize the opportunity and portray them as the «cause» of wage increases even though the wages had increased without them.

The environment for trade unions changes dramatically during a downturn of the business cycle. During the boom workers are shifted into sectors where they should not be. In the recession they are set free. Workers try to find jobs in sectors where consumer preferences demand them to be at wage rates that make their employment profitable. For a fast recovery it is therefore essential for labour markets to be as flexible as possible.

Trade unions make labour markets more inflexible and raise the cost of labour, thereby disturbing the vital adaption of the structure of production during recessions. The public tends to understand that trade unions act as a disturbance during recession times.

Moreover, due to inflexible labour markets, unemployment increases. At all times, when unemployment increases, the position of trade unions is threatened as they lose members and are attacked by public opinion. People tend to grasp that unions make it more difficult for the unemployed to find new jobs as their policies make
labour markets more inflexible. As unemployment increases pressure rises on trade unions to be less dogmatic and allow for some flexibility to enable unemployment to be reduced. What are needed are new jobs and flexibility and not labour unions demanding labour protection or hurting companies by strikes.

There are therefore three main factors that put pressure on unions during recessions:

— They are regarded as an obstacle to the readjustment of the economy.
— They are regarded as the cause of prolonged unemployment.
— They lose members due to the increase in unemployment.

We will now take a look at different countries of the European Union to illustrate and support our theoretical findings.

1. German unions during the recent crisis

During the crisis the German Union Federation (DGB) as well as other unions proved to be very cooperative. In fact, German unions were accused by the extreme left of cooperating with the class enemy.

Unionists invited chancellor Merkel to the traditional first of May meeting of 2009 and even praised employers for their successful cooperation. They unconvincingly threatened to protest if there were massive job losses.
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At the same time, union membership has kept falling as it has done for two decades. The situation is severe as unions are failing to attract new members among the young workers. Due to globalization they have been paralysed in the face of job losses, a reduction in social security, part-time work etc. German unions themselves acknowledge their predicament.\(^5\)

During the crisis there was indeed no alternative to a pragmatic stand despite their obligatory interventionist rhetoric. If German unions had proved to be more inflexible, they might have completely lost their already-fading support in the population. Moreover, it was in their interest to cooperate and extend part-time work in many companies, thereby preventing unemployment. Unemployment would have accelerated their loss of members.\(^6\)

The cooperative stand during the crisis led to an increased trust of the public in the unions. German unions tried to capitalize on their earned political capital during the recovery and demand higher wages.\(^7\) The German economic recovery is occurring faster than in other European countries because German unions reacted prudently, the government did not interfere too much with the restructuring of the economy by employing Keynesian measures, and the distortions had been less than in other European countries in the first place. Therefore, German unions will be better off relative to their fellows in countries where the crisis continues to put pressure on labour markets and unions.
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2. Spanish unions during the recent crisis

Spanish trade unions are in a slightly different position from German ones. Traditionally, they have more power than German unions. They are more leftist and faced with a socialist government that has close ties to them.

Spanish trade unions were quite calm during the crisis. They were even accused by the extreme left of disappearing, and of being associated with the government.\(^8\)

There are several reasons for this behaviour beside their close political ties to the government. Spanish trade unions lost members massively during the crisis and had to become more pragmatic, even though, in their rhetoric, they opposed the austerity measures.\(^9\)

In addition, the rise in unemployment put trade unions on the defensive. Spanish unemployment rose more than that of other EU states. An inflexible labour market and unions were made responsible for the surge in unemployment by public opinion, which rose against trade unions. The public wanted unions to cooperate and not pose obstacles to the recovery. Fewer people showed up at union protests.

Another reason for the calmness of Spanish unions was an increase in their subsidies during the crisis.\(^10\) Thus, only hesitantly and half-heartedly did Spanish unions organize a general strike on 29 September 2010 against austerity measures and a labour market reform.

The strike might well be considered a fake strike. The unions knew they would not change the government’s decisions. The


reform of the labour market did not introduce any important changes. The «reform» seems to be more important than it is through the union’s protest.

The general strike was sometimes considered a strike against the opposition. The government, indeed, had an interest that the strike would not be a total failure. The Spanish government had to show to markets that they really had made some reforms that hurt.11 A general strike would show that they really had done their homework, even though in reality this was not the case.

Participation in the strike was weak and the media considered it a failure on a day when unions had called for strikes throughout the European Union.12 Why would one not go to work, if one fears for one’s job and an increasing number of people are out of work? A dubious result of the strike was that union subsidies were maintained.

Because of the Keynesian policies of the government and the inflexible labour market the Spanish economy will take more time to recover. Consequently, the pressure on the Spanish trade unions will continue.

3. French and Italian unions during the recent crisis

In France and Italy, there was no general and strong rise of organized labour. Indeed, during the crisis unions did not have much leverage. When factories are closed anyway, the threat of striking and halting work is not worth much.13 In Italy unions were accused by the extreme left of organizing fake protests and strikes. During

the worst time of the crisis unions and employers actually worked together in attempts to secure help from the government.\textsuperscript{14}

Fiat is an interesting case that demonstrates once again the weakness of trade unions during recessions in a globalized world. Fiat promised to invest in its Italian plants and create jobs in exchange for a change in work rules, namely reduced sick leave and no strikes after agreements.\textsuperscript{15} In the recovery from a severe crisis, the position of trade unions continues to be weak. Employers want to increase production and can do so in several locations at home and abroad. Thereby, they can gain concessions from trade unions.

4. Irish and Greek unions during the recent crisis

In Ireland and Greece unions were also accused by the extreme left of collaborating with the governments and employers.\textsuperscript{16} Unions were seen as an industrial police force helping to impose austerity measures.

In Ireland, unions had a long tradition of being pragmatic, in favour of tax cuts, reducing strikes and thereby attracting foreign capital. During the financial crisis, Irish unions continued to be responsible and even called off a strike, sending a signal that unions would not be an obstacle to austerity measures. Without austerity measures both Greece and Ireland most probably would have had to default on their debt and opposing unions would have had to share the blame.


In Greece, the socialist government faced bankruptcy and introduced severe austerity measures. Union leaders publicly acknowledged that Greece was facing severe problems. Unions limited themselves to calling for sporadic strikes to demonstrate their indignation about the situation to appease frustrated workers. However, they were not fundamentally opposed and even said that they were willing to accept tough measures if they were just.

The accusations from the left do not take into account that unions in a severe recession in a globalized world have no alternative than to be cooperative. With rising unemployment they lose members and cannot pressure strongly multinational companies that can just switch their production abroad.

In sum, European unions have reluctantly accepted the anti-crisis measures of European governments. In a time of rising unemployment they were seen as obstacles to the recovery; they basically had no other choice. Their ideology is not changing, at least not their basic leftist rhetoric. However, their strategies are becoming more adapted to their weaker position, i.e. they are becoming more cooperative. Slowly their ideology may also be moving towards a more moderate position.

II
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN TRADE UNIONS IN THE EU WITH UNIONS FROM «EMERGING ECONOMIES»

1. Contradictions in union ideology

A long-term factor undermining the power base of trade unions in the EU is globalization. Long before the crisis there was an important loss in power for European trade unions. Emerging economies have been opening their economies and introducing free market reforms. The economic growth in these countries has been astonishing and is continuing to be so.

Manufacturing jobs have been transferred from Western nations to emerging countries. Thus, the positions of Western trade unions toward emerging countries have often been hostile,
revealing a contradiction in union ideology and workers’ interests.¹⁷

Union ideology is based on the Marxian class theory, which identifies an irreconcilable conflict of interest between the working class and the capitalist class (employers). Supposedly members of the working class and members of the capitalist class each share the same interests while the interests of the two classes are opposed.

In reality, there are opposing interests within each «class». Businessmen compete with each other. They also compete to obtain the best workers at the best prices. At the same time, workers compete with each other to acquire the best jobs at the best companies.

In addition, workers and businessmen both share the interest that their companies flourish. Thus, the conflict of interest on which trade union ideology is based is artificial. Workers compete with each other and compete especially with the unemployed. One traditional strategy of trade unions in this context is to eliminate the competition of «unqualified workers» by imposing minimum wage laws.

The same competition between workers also occurs on an international level. Yet, unsurprisingly, Western trade unions have so far failed to impose minimum wage laws to remove the competition of cheap labour on the international level.

Emerging countries reveal the contraction in trade union ideology. There is a conflict between workers from different nations. On the international level unions tend to give up their Marxian class analysis. Thus, Western unions regard Chinese workers as competitors and protest against moving factories to emerging countries.

If a «class interest» of workers really existed, Western unions would welcome the shift of factories to emerging countries.

because fellow workers could profit from industrialization. Yet, unions just defend the short-term interests of workers with jobs in their country against potential competitors from the inside and from the outside.

2. Globalization and the power of trade unions

Globalization and the rise of emerging economies put pressure on Western wage rates and labour standards, and thereby on trade unions. Trade unions must allow for more flexibility in labour markets and cannot push through exaggerated wage increases as these would cause an immediate transfer of jobs to emerging countries.

Trade unions are thus in a dilemma. Either they have to disappoint their traditional members and allow for more flexibility or they cause massive job losses to emerging countries, causing opposition from the general public and governments. Globalization, thereby, has threatened both the ideological grounding of unions as well as their power.

We will now take a look at trade unions in the emerging markets, where in general union influence has also been declining and is much lower than in Europe.¹⁸

3. Cooperation with China

China is paradigmatic for the problems of possible cooperation between European unions and emerging market unions. In addition, China is crucial for unions as it is setting the global norm for working standards.¹⁹ With the lowest labour standards, China
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is the standard of comparison for other countries. If unions in other emerging countries raise wages or labour standards (or if they are not lowered in Western countries), then these countries lose investments to China.

Unionists are beginning to understand that Chinese working conditions are indirectly connected to working conditions in their own country and union power. Thus, they maintain that a common worldwide union interest exists. They push for «human rights» and higher labour standards in China and oppose globalization.20

In China there are no free unions. The state union ACFTU (All China Federation of Trade Unions) is a longer arm of the Government used to ensure «harmonious» relationships between workers and employers. In other words, European unions have to cooperate with the Chinese Government to attain their aims of higher labour standards and wages in China.

As Western unions begin to understand the importance of China for international labour standards there is a change in strategy of trade unions from non-interference to attempts at cooperation.21 Thus, the German federal union DGB tried to intensify contact with the ACFTU. The International Trade Union Confederation announced in December 2007 the end of its critical opposition and initiated a dialogue.

China cannot be ignored any more as it is a powerful drag on union power and labour standards around the world. Thus, the DGB wants harmonization of labour standards and no «competitive» disadvantages for Germany.

As Anne Sander writes:

The adjustment of labour standards worldwide is presented as an instrument to both preserve German jobs and fight for social
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justice in developing economies. Following this approach, the IG Metall [German union] has focussed on implementing minimum standards and tried to establish trade union cooperation.22

However, one has to understand that the competitive German disadvantage is a competitive advantage from the point of view of the Chinese Government in control of the ACFTU. It is not in the interest of the Government to choke economic export-led growth by introducing higher labour standards and giving more power to trade unions. In fact, the Chinese Government has demonstrated for a long time through its exchange rate policy against strong international pressure that it wants export-led growth. Accordingly, it will not risk this growth by raising labour standards.

The Chinese Government needs growth in order to satisfy its workers and allow people to come from the countryside to work in the industrial areas. In this line, the Government has repeatedly stated the importance of free trade. It cannot allow a rise in labour standards to cause unemployment as this would result in social unrest. China’s political elite needs continuously rising living standards to contain social unrest. In fact, during the crisis, when some factories were closed, social unrest was a threat.23

In addition, local Chinese Governments do not want to scare investors and use their autonomy to compete with low labour standards.24 Chinese workers want neither problems with their management nor higher labour standards. They only want jobs and see their real wages progress anyway. Many understand
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that higher labour standards would threaten their jobs and only benefit unions in industrial countries.  

The logic of competition in a globalized world, thus, ensures that labour standards remain low in emerging economies. Moreover, the movement of Chinese labour from the countryside to the cities maintains downward pressure on wages.

Obstacles to cooperation with Chinese unions:

— it is not in the interest of Chinese workers
— it is not in the interest of the Chinese Government (local and central)
— European unions have been hesitant to cooperate with a state union.

4. Cooperation with other emerging economies

In other emerging economies the situation is similar. Unions have lost members and influence in emerging economies such as the Philippines, India, Thailand, Vietnam and Brazil.  

European trade unions understand that the competition from emerging countries poses a threat to their power. Thus, they want to «cooperate» and harmonize labour standards. Their cooperation efforts mainly concentrate on building networks, participating in campaigns such as «Fair Play» and spreading their socialist ideology.  

Yet, there is still no coherent and promising strategy.
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Indeed, emerging markets’ governments do not want to threaten the benefits that globalization brings to their citizens. By raising labour standards international companies would leave for competing countries. Thus, it is not in the interest of emerging countries’ governments and workers to give up their competitive advantage and increase labour standards.

The economic crisis has not changed this trend. After the crisis the global economic situation is still delicate and there is a danger of falling back into the recession. Unions in emerging countries cannot cooperate in the way European unions want them to cooperate. Either they are directly controlled by the government or restrictive labour legislation by governments has taken privileges away from unions. Emerging markets’ unions tend to side with the interests of their governments and workers.

III
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EU AND GLOBAL ECONOMIES

Trade unions will continue to lose influence. The long-term trend of globalization and the competition of workers from emerging countries are undermining the power of Western trade unions. They cannot yield the same influence as before without threatening massive resistance and job losses.

Trade unions are driven by globalization. They have to give in to the flexibilization of labour markets and moderate collective wage settlements. Otherwise, they will speed up their own destruction.

The long-time loss of the influence of trade unions due to globalization has been accelerating recently due to the crisis. In recessions trade unions come under pressure because they represent a main obstacle to a fast recovery and are perceived as such. They oppose reforms of labour markets but increasing unemployment puts them under pressure.

During the present crisis cooperation and the fragile recovery are becoming even more difficult as each country has to deal with unemployment. Emerging countries need export growth and cannot allow for «cooperation». Thereby, the crisis throws back
and slows down cooperation. Everyone has to look to their own interest and survival first.

The only way out of the long-term downward trend for trade unions is globalization of the trade union movement and the institution of an effective worldwide cartel of trade unions. Only in this case would the competitive pressure from emerging markets on Western labour units be remediated. There have been some recent attempts at collaboration initiated by Western unions, yet there have been no strong results.

The problem for trade unions is that their interests are simply too diverse. Applying the same or similar legal labour conditions and minimum wages in emerging economies as in the EU would put emerging market workers out of their jobs. Their productivity is not high enough. They are not equipped with the same capital or education as European workers. Trade unions from emerging countries, therefore, will not cooperate closely with EU trade unions. Their interests are directly opposed. Consequently, the influence and power base of EU trade unions is destined to continue to fall.

In order to stop this trend, unions would have to win the battle of ideas over globalization. All over the world ideas tend to favour the division of labour and free trade, i.e. globalization, because their benefits are obvious and strong.

It is true that free market ideas have been under attack due to the crisis. Yet, the attacks have been aimed more at financial institutions and greedy bankers. The general idea of free trade is still generally accepted. The problems that tariffs caused in the 1930s are still remembered. Maybe the currency wars appearing on the horizon will eventually change the picture. However, up to now, unions have failed to paint an attractive alternative to globalization.

Unions are in search of such an alternative vision. They would have to convince emerging markets’ workers not to compete with
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European workers and live in autonomy, as before globalization. Yet, after the failure of communism this task is difficult. The picture of central planning is not appealing any more. Autonomy, closed borders and a restriction of trade are not appealing either.

How could autonomy be painted attractively? Maybe the invocation of strong nationalist feelings might help to draw such a vision, but currently ideas broadly condemn nationalistic and especially national socialist dreams of autonomy.

As unions cannot paint autonomy as an appealing vision they will have to stick to the picture and logic of free trade. Once they implicitly accept the benefits of globalization and free trade that are obvious to the general public, unions will have lost the battle of ideas. They will continue in a defensive uphill battle and continue to lose power. Only if they change their ideology and start to defend the real interests of workers by favouring free markets, savings and capital accumulation may they regain importance.

If they do not change their ideology their power will continue to fall. Labour markets will become more flexible and wage accords will be more moderate. As a consequence, the role trade unions play in society will keep falling and unemployment may be reduced. This may help to reduce public deficits and boost economic growth both in Europe and in the emerging markets.
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